
BEYOND THE FIRST DAY 
 
Every implementation evolves. As you use Khan Academy with your students, you’ll become 
more comfortable with our tools and discover more effective ways to use them. Here a few 
goals you might set for yourself as the school year continues: 
 

1	  

q Continue to progress through Khan Academy as a student	

q Aim to have 100% of students logged in, started on particular skills, etc., by a certain 

date (e.g., end of the first day/week )	

q Set classroom norms and monitor student behavior	

q Check your coach reports at the end of each day - note which students are focused 

solely on videos or are not making as much progress and check in on them	

q Have students set up and use journals	

q Use Khan Academy reports to decide what topics to teach	

q After the initial push, evolve the implementation model and explore ideas like peer 

tutoring, small groups or 1:1s, and projects	

q Prioritize individual improvement over performance on grade-level material	


•  Some students may race ahead, while others spend time filling gaps in their 
knowledge rather than working on grade-level standards. In the short term, 
these students may not perform as well on grade-level assessments, but they 
may ultimately become better math students thanks to their strong 
foundation.	


q To reinforce a positive classroom culture, recognize students who put in extra work 
or meet their goals	


•  Encourage spontaneous applause from the whole class when a student 
completes a goal that's been particularly challenging for them	


•  Have students share accomplishments or challenges from the day or week at 
the end of class	


•  Praise students for tutoring their peers	

q Keep your mind open to new ideas and to the concept of continuous improvement	
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